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VÄDER:
Morning: 8 oktas, no precipitation. Afternoon: 8 oktas, no 
precipitation.

RINGMÄRKNING:
Inga nät

Ingen Fångst

STRÄCK: 
Udden: 
Storlom 2, tobisgrissla 1 (HAN, LSK, SPT)

RASTARE: 
Udden: 
Vitkindad gås 150, jaktfalk 1 (HAN, LSK, SPT)
Västrevet: 
Sångsvan 7 (HAN, LSK, SPT)
Gäddviken: 
Snatterand 60, kricka 315 (HAN, LSK)
Fyrträdgården: 
Kanadagås 1, vitkindad gås 100 (HAN, LSK, SPT)

ÖVRIGA OBSERVATIONER: 
Västrevet: 
Havsörn 1 (HAN, LSK, SPT)
Fyrträdgården: 
Sparvhök 1 1k, bergfink 1 (HAN, LSK, SPT)

DIVERSE:
LSK, HAN and SPT continued with the cleaning effort. They got the kitchen done as well as the office. 
Our final dinner of the year at the station was prepared by LSK and took the form of the classic Swedish 
dish, "Korv i ugn" (with the exception of the sausage being vegan). Jakob Lohm visited with Länsstyrelsen 
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